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big data 		 what is it?
Big Data is an increasingly
used term – but what is it
and how does it relate to
transport?
"Big Data is high volume, high velocity, and/or high
variety information assets that require new forms of
processing to enable enhanced decision making,
insight discovery and process optimization." - Gartner
The use of Big Data is becoming widespread. Early
adopters include those with large transactional
and behavioural data-sets such as Banks, Retailers,
Marketers and on-line businesses.
Increasingly transport providers and authorities
are significant users of Big Data. They already have
large ticketing, smart-card and operational datasets. Using Big Data techniques, these data sources
can be integrated with ‘sensor’ data such as GPS, as
well as non-traditional data such as vision, text, and
voice to provide a much richer picture of transport
performance and how customers negotiate and use
those networks.

the five
attributes of
big data

Volume - extremely large data volumes
Velocity - dealing with data fields in
real time
Variety - able to handle structured
(GPS, transaction, etc) and unstructured
data such as video, voice and text
Variability - able to process
inconsistent and incomplete data
Veracity - the quality of the data being
captured

Big Data seems to work best with a clear purpose
behind the analysis. Loyalty managers wanting to
identify ‘keepers’ early in the customer life-cycle.
Banks wanting to be able to identify customers who
are ‘flight risks’. And in transport, questions such
as identifying social and operational influences on
mode choice, the impact of potential delays, and
identifying attitudes to service levels are all perfectly
poised for Big Data analyses.
Perhaps Big Data’s greatest strength is that it allows
users to find connections and trends that they can’t
otherwise access. As data feeds are analysed in real
time, businesses can be adaptive and responsive to
changes in those data feeds.
For transport planners, this means that they can
both optimise networks to satisfy demands globally,
as well as manage the impacts of disruptions and
operational changes on passengers as they occur.
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big data 		how it works
The output of Big Data analytics is only as good as the
questions we pose, and the theories we generate to
understand them.
It is tempting to think of each Big Data application as
some kind of magic black box. You feed in different
data sources at one end and get meaningful insights
and reports at the other.

underlying patterns and relationships that may not be
apparent in traditional analysis.
Understanding exactly what those patterns and
insights may mean and their utility is the challenge.
The ability of the analyst to form meaningful
hypotheses to explain what the data represents is
critical in adding value to the outputs in the initial Big
Data analysis.

There is however more to it than that. While it is true
Big Data frameworks are designed to manage large,
disparate data-sets, the frameworks require careful,
expert intervention to make them effective and
valuable.

The process to create Big Data frameworks is well
established but each step can be incredibly complex.
The data-sets may require considerable intervention
to become usable, and the expertise required to
integrate these disparate datasets is significant.

The most important driver of any Big Data application
is being clear about what you are trying to achieve and
what exactly you are trying to determine. This is critical
as it informs the selection of data-sets, which in turn
dictates how the analyses are set-up and the utility of
the output.

In the end, the real benefits of Big Data can only be
captured through considered, expert analysis, that
brings context and meaning to the analytical outputs.
Only then can we enjoy the real insights Big Data can
provide.

Once the data-sets are assembled, there is a lot to
be said for ‘letting the data speak’. Techniques such
as visualisation and machine learning can discover

the big data analytical process
Data Selection – What is the issue at
hand? Which data do we need? How do we
get it? How is the data captured?

<
modelling, visualisation, etc.

<

Interpretation – Analysing,

<

<

Extracting Value – how can we
leverage the findings? Do we need to
re-examine data sources?

<

Preparation – extracting the
data, cleaning it, determining
utility, storing it

Putting it together – Aggregating
and integrating the data – making the
call as to how representative it is?
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case study 		Smart Bay
Using cellular data to build better traffic demand models
Cellular and social data is being used to enrich and
create novel and responsive travel demand models
using Big Data analytic techniques.
The Smart Bay project is one such project. Initiated
by Berkeley University as part of their broader Smart
Cities initiative, the Smart Bay model simulates traffic
movements across the road and transit networks
operating in the San Francisco Bay Area (SFBA)
covering a population of 7.5 million comprising 3.4
million commuters and 350,000 transit commuters.
In the Smart Bay model, location data from mobile
phones is used to create a real-time picture of
movement across the SFBA and machine learning is
used to identify the underlying behaviours such as
identifying commutes, school drop offs, nights out
and so on.
To protect privacy, the data is aggregated to
provide anonymity. Once aggregated it is used
to create ‘agents’ which are used to simulate the
actual movements of people across the SFBA.
These agents can then be modelled as they move
across the network, responding to changes in traffic
conditions.
The model successfully replicates traffic movements

Arriving to work

from traditional survey data and was successfully
calibrated against existing models.
Key questions answered by this approach were:
 How to quantify individual contributions to
congestion
 Which commuters would be affected by an
obstruction/disruption, and
 What tactics or strategies could be used
to manage any disruption based on an
understanding of the traffic patterns
The advantages of a Big Data approach compared
to more traditional traffic models are:
 Data is collected on individuals – not
infrastructure
 Cost – cellular data is ‘free’ compared to
expensive surveys
 Time – survey based models can take years to
develop, Big Data models can be developed in
weeks
 Changes to Land Use can be captured straight
away using Big Data – e.g. new suburbs coming
on-line, new airports becoming operational, etc.
See more about the Smart Bay project here.

Coming back home
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big data and
traffic models
Big Data can be used to better understand the relationship
between travel patterns and network performance.
One advantage of using Big Data sources such
as mobile and social data is that it belongs to an
individual, and not to a bus, or a ticket barrier, or
a piece of infrastructure. We can see individuals
moving through the system responding to
the environment. What is more we can better
understand why they are behaving in certain ways.
Big Data applications allow planners to integrate
this mobile and social data into their models. The
potential unlocked by combining operational
data with this ‘new’ data is considerable. It is now
possible to track individuals on maps and transit
operations using location data. Geo-located voice,
image and text data can provide context and a rich
understanding of what is going on in real time.
The benefits are clear. A real-time map of traffic

demand ceases to be a simulation and becomes
actual. Using social data, disruptions are identified
more quickly, and planners are better able to
understand the cause and extent of the disruption.
Better understanding breeds better operational
responses which can, in time, be delivered to
travellers through on-network messaging and
social media.
As well as helping create demand models and
better disruption management, Big Data sheds
light on the impact of disruptive technologies. For
example, we can identify the impact of services
such as Uber on mode choice and travel patterns,
or the impacts of bad weather on commuting
patterns.
The possibilities are literally endless.

Big Data applications in traffic modelling:
 Accurate demand forecasting for planning and operations
 High-fidelity simulation of ‘what if ‘scenarios
 The impact of social influence on destination choice, mode choice, route choice
 The ability to influence demand management informed by data
 Insights to support concepts such as on-demand transportation, ride sharing, flexible service, multi-modality
 Quantitative behavioural studies into the geography of social networks, travel behaviour and mode choice
 The impact of social influence on behaviour – how information generated by geo-social data can influence
travel behaviour – e.g. impacts of big events, weather etc.
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understanding our
changing cities
Social data is being used to develop new insights around
the makeup and urban ‘face’ of cities.
Researchers are combining social data sources with
traditional data such as maps and demographics to
provide fresh insights into the way cities are changing.
Previously research into urban change tended
to focus on longer term systemic changes, often
tracked over years and decades. The ability to use
’real-time’ social data to analyse urban change, has
meant that research can focus on the next 5 months,
or even the next 5 weeks … and this is challenging our
perceptions of how cities are changing.
This type of research can help build a more detailed
picture of the urban environment. Using social and
non-traditional data such as images and video,
researchers can quickly answer questions that
normally would have taken considerable time and
resources to answer. More importantly, by utilising
Big Data techniques, researchers are beginning to
ask questions that they may not have considered
previously. In effect, Big Data has the potential to
change what is possible to be researched.
Big Data based urban research can be used to
inform commercial and planning entities. Developers
could better plan investment through more effective
identification of ‘up and coming’ suburbs (or streets),
and by looking at evolving ‘usage’ maps. Similarly
identifying urban trends earlier should improve
infrastructure and services planning.

Recent Research
UK Spatial Economic Research Centre:
By combining geo-tagged photos form Flickr
and Picasso with census, population and
employment data researchers have created a
measure of urbanity – desirability, amenity and
aesthetic. This unlocks the potential to quickly
‘map’ urbanity in developing cities to inform
urban and infrastructure planning decisions.
US National Bureau of Economic Research:
When images from Google Street view were
evaluated, they were a much better predictor
of household income than more traditional
measures such as race or education. This
finding suggested similar data could be used to
map poverty/wealth in unmapped areas of the
developing world.
Urban Research Group – University of Hong
Kong: Using cell phone data, researchers
found they could identify the level of mobility
and segregation of different wealth levels.
They found that wealthier people tended to
confine their activities to similarly wealthy
neighbourhoods whereas poorer people were
far more likely to move across both.
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big data in action
Land Transport Authority - Singapore
The Land Transport Authority (LTA) in Singapore has turned to Big
Data to improve their response to disruptions in their system and
improve the commuter experience.
The FASTER programme gathers cellular, video and fare-card data
to present a snapshot of passenger movement through stations as
well as where people come from before they get to the station and
where they go after. The application can overlay passenger numbers
to provide a picture of mobility.
By establishing crowd levels on platforms and trains, as well as
access times, the programme identifies possible disruptions and any
mitigation. It can also be used to generate customer service metric
such as overcrowding, service delays, average wait-times and so on.

United Parcel Service (UPS)
United Parcel Services (UPS) has built an application called
ORION which can re-schedule and optimise routes in real time.
ORION integrates sensor and location data from trucks with
map and schedule data in a route optimisation module. This has
generated reductions of 160 million km travelled annually, which
equates to 38 million litres of fuel, and a cost saving of up to
US $400 million.
ORION has also improved customer service. Users can track
package delivery, change delivery preferences and provide
satisfaction data. This data feeds into the application creating a
feedback loop, meaning that the delivery service is adaptive and
constantly evolving.

The Rio Operations Centre
The Rio Operations Centre (ROC) provides an integrated transport
planning environment which overlays video and data-feeds, with
data from mobile applications to give a real-time picture of its
transport networks.
The ROC receives real-time data from 100,000 drivers using
Google’s navigation app Waze, plus 60,000 users of the Public
transportation app Moovit. This crowd-sourced data is fused with
real-time information from cameras and other sensors, to build an
accurate picture of passenger movement through the city. In the
future, they plan to integrate cycling information from the app Strava.
The ROC system uses predictive models to identify possible delays
and advises travel alternatives across channels such as in-situ
message boards and Twitter.
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London and big data
Big Data can be used to better understand the relationship
between travel patterns and network performance.
London’s public transport system generates a
plethora of operational and ticketing data which is
perfect for Big Data analysis and application. More
than 31 million journeys are made in London each
day, 23% more than 15 years ago.
Every day over 20 million ‘taps’ are captured through
the Oyster ticketing system. Sensor data such as the
iBus location system, provides accurate location and
prediction information for all 9,200 vehicles in the
fleet. Similarly, over 6000 traffic signals and 1,400
cameras are used to manage traffic.
These systems generate huge amounts of
operational data and Transport for London (TfL) has
been able to build a comprehensive picture of travel
by individuals across rail and bus networks.
Entry and exit data for the Tube and railway stations
is captured from Oyster cards and contactless
payments systems such as bank cards and Apple
Pay. Bus journeys, on the other hand, are more

problematic as customers are only required to
tap when they get on, but not when they exit. To
overcome this, TfL have developed ODX, a Big Data
tool which analyses bus location and ticketing data
to try and match up origin and destination pairs to
create a multi-modal travel, origin-destination (OD)
dataset.
Applying this information, TfL’s planners can improve
network and interchange planning and review the
impacts of closures and diversions. For example, if
a bus route is disrupted, the planners can determine
which passengers are affected and what is the best
possible "fix".
This information can also be used for network
planning. For example, ODX was used to restructure
the bus network in the New Addington area of
London to help provide better services for residents,
creating better aligned services to customer
journeys across the area.
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As a Director at Aalto, an Economics and
Management advisory firm, Toby leads
detailed economic, financial, risk and
procurement modelling and development
of robust feasibility reports, business cases,
and public sector comparators. He has
worked on large and complex transport
infrastructure and service related initiatives
across many jurisdictions.

only see done consistently on large PPP initiatives.

What trends are you seeing in the economic
evaluation of infrastructure?

Are there any lessons that transport infrastructure
agencies could learn from those managing other
infrastructure asset classes?

A big topic is the integration of financial and economic
impacts of proposed infrastructure. Consideration of
private benefits, monetisation, and ‘capture’ is a hot
issue that we are seeing across all levels of government.
Has the advent of PPPs changed evaluation of
infrastructure?
The detailed risk modelling and assessment
once confined to PPPs has now become standard
practice for all large capital investment initiatives
and corresponding business cases. This is leading to
major improvements in the quality of decision making.
What are the challenges in modelling the costs
and benefits of larger and larger infrastructure
schemes?
In general the wider economic benefits associated
with large infrastructure schemes need to be
measured and modelled, though the metrics are not
always readily available, nor cost effective to collect.
In cities, such as New York, Big Data is increasingly
being offered freely by government agencies to
support improved analysis by both public and private
sector proponents.
How would access to Big Data impact economic
modelling?
Improved access to Big Data will support
sophisticated economic modelling, and enable wider
more accurate assessment of economic benefits
to be applied to a broader range of projects. Opensourcing of data in Australia should support the wider
economic benefit and cost analysis that we currently

You’ve worked with government and industry –
what lessons could they learn from the other?
The private sector continues to invest in and
demonstrate effective contract management, and the
government sector has some catching up to do. On
the other hand, government consideration of wider,
longer term impacts from precinct and city-scale
infrastructure is now setting the pace, leading to
better allocation of resources.

A genuinely “whole of life” approach to project
scoping, procurement, delivery and management
is not applied in some transport jurisdictions. These
themes are becoming more ubiquitous across
public building and property sectors and have been
longstanding considerations for regulated utilities.
How does economic evaluation deal with the
advent of vehicle technologies, the sharing
economy, road user charging, etc?
Transport evaluation in Australia has tended to focus
on supply side changes (capacity) rather than looking
at the demand-side. Non-infrastructure measures
such as user pricing or ridesharing are now on the table
as realistic contributors to
transport access targets,
alongside hard and soft
infrastructure such as roads
and ITS systems.
It’s great to be able to
optimise the demand side
of the equation and
deliver increasingly
sophisticated
analysis and
design-in
effective demand
management
measures.

www.aaltoconsulting.com.au
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news
Parramatta Light Rail
GTA has been appointed by Transport for New South Wales to
undertake the Integrated Transport Planning for the Parramatta
Light Rail Project in Western Sydney.
The 20km Light Rail system will provide frequent and reliable
services that vastly improve accessibility to the residential,
employment and education precincts across Greater Parramatta.
www.parramattalightrail.nsw.gov.au

Mernda rail extension
GTA is a member of the John Holland-KBR team delivering the
Mernda Rail Extension. With a capital cost approaching $600
million, the new eight-kilometre rail line includes construction of
three new stations.
Opening in 2019, the Mernda Rail Extension will connect one of
Melbourne’s fastest growing areas to work, study, healthcare,
shopping and entertainment both locally and into Melbourne CBD.
www.levelcrossings.vic.gov.au/merndarail

gta lab - doing things smarter
GTA has appointed Andrew Wisdom to lead the development of GTA
Lab. Andrew’s background is in transport and infrastructure planning,
working as a senior practice leader both in Australia and overseas.
Andrew sees the role of GTA Lab is ”to harness the energy,
enthusiasm and experience of GTA’s growing team and tackle the
current and emerging challenges facing our clients…we aim to
build on our deep understanding of the role transport, movement
and connection play in people’s lives, and overcome challenges
using innovation and creativity.”
www.gta.com.au/gta-lab
For more information regarding GTA Consultants, please contact:
Melbourne

Sydney

Brisbane

Canberra

Level 25,
55 Collins Street,
MELBOURNE VIC 3000

Level 6,
15 Help Street,
CHATSWOOD NSW 2067

Level 4,
283 Elizabeth Street,
BRISBANE QLD 4000

Tower A, Level 5,
7 London Circuit,
CANBERRA ACT 2600

T. (03) 9851 9600
E. melbourne@gta.com.au

T. (02) 8448 1800
E. sydney@gta.com.au

T. (07) 3113 5000
E. brisbane@gta.com.au

T. (02) 6263 9400
E. canberra@gta.com.au

Gold Coast

Townsville

Perth

Adelaide

Level 9, Corporate Centre 2,
1 Corporate Court,
BUNDALL QLD 4217

Level 1,
25 Sturt Street,
TOWNSVILLE QLD 4810

Level 2,
5 Mill Street,
PERTH WA 6000

Suite 4, Level 1,
136 The Parade,
NORWOOD SA 5067

T. (07) 5510 4814
E. goldcoast@gta.com.au

T. (07) 4722 2765
E. townsville@gta.com.au

T. (08) 6169 1000
E. perth@gta.com.au

T. (08) 8334 3600
E. adelaide@gta.com.au

www.gta.com.au

Follow us on Linkedin
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